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Artificial neural networks (ANN) are a method of performing machine learn-
ing in which a machine learns to perform a task such as the detection of the
absolute color similarity by analyzing training examples as a data set. Training
is the process of identifying the ideal set of weights for maximizing the accuracy
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of a neural network. However, the training process depends a lot on the train-
ing data, so that if the data contains a lot of noise then the learning process
will take longer time to converge to a result with a level of accuracy that is not
guaranteed to represent the highest accuracy and a ground thruth. The training
data used by us, consists from tuples of triplets with parameters such as R,G,B
channels of the RGB color space and target labels of 12 color classes which in-
dicates the absolute color similarity for one of them. Our aim is to demonstrate
that the ANN is prone to converge faster and with a higher level of accuracy
using training data where tuples of triplets also represents the centroids of those
12 color classes, considering each centroid as a pixel for a color class, and as a
mean, mode, and median for a normal gaussian distribution, instead of using
the training data consisting from tuples of triplets randomly chosen. By the
centroid of f (x) we mean the point with abscissa 〈x〉 such that the area of the
function times 〈x〉 is equal to the first moment [1]. Thus,

〈x〉 =
∫

xf(x)dx∫
f(x)dx

= x0.
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